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Notes from the Editor
Deborah Scott Studebaker

T

Submissions

®

We invite anyone who has experienced the Brain Gym work, licensed
®

here’s something about the Brain Gym® work that fires
up the imagination and makes people want to be of
service! When I began my Brain Gym journey in 2004,
my desire was to become licensed as soon as I could -- I was
ready to take on the problems of the world! And when my first
teacher said that the real journey begins after licensure, I smiled
and nodded, certain that I understood. It was soon afterward
that I knew my education was, indeed, only beginning.
Being a Brain Gym consultant is about so much more than
knowledge and technique. Because we don’t fix others, we
create an environment where they can become open to the
possibilities of change. And we’re evolving too! Fortunately,
we’re part of a community willing to help out as we grow,
whether it relates to the nuances of a client relationship, the
practical aspects of setting up a business, or the importance of
self-care.
I am so proud that this issue offers up a variety of “how-to’s”
to help you increase your own understanding: how to adapt
movements for various settings, how to find new ways to assist
the people in our lives, how to listen, how to notice more
deeply… even how to say no!
We look forward to hearing about your breakthroughs, case
studies, and best practices too. There’s a whole world out
there of students, instructors and newcomers to Educational
Kinesiology who will appreciate your point of view.
And do tell us more about what else you’d like to see in
this magazine. Just as you are committed to supporting your
friends, family, children, students and clients in drawing out
their best, the BG GO team is committed to supporting you!

or not, to submit articles for possible publication in the Brain Gym GO.
“Articles” will share observations about how using the Brain Gym work or
“moving with intention” is empowering others to reclaim the joy of living.
They may be a variety of lengths, and include but are not limited to:
• Testimonials
• Quotes
• Stories
• Studies (research, anecdotal, etc)
Send submissions for review to info@braingym.org. Signed permission is
needed for any photos and school acknowledgement, and all submissions
are subject to editing.

Letters to the Editor
Did you reflect on an article? Is there a thought you’d like to share? Email
us at info@braingym.org; include “BG GO Letter to the Editor” in the
subject header. Please include your full name, mailing address, daytime
phone number, and e-mail address so that we may contact you with any
questions. Letters may be edited.

Brain Gym® is a registered trademark of the Educational Kinesiology Foundation doing
business as Brain Gym® International: 1575 Spinnaker Drive, Suite 204B, Ventura, CA 93001,
(800) 356-2109 (US/Canada) or (805) 658-7942. The Brain Gym® Global Observer is published
three times per year by Brain Gym® International, and costs $25 per subscription. Brain Gym®
International is approved by the IRS as a 501(c)3 non-profit public benefit corporation in the state
of California. For more information, visit www.braingym.org. We welcome the financial support of
donors for strengthening our current programs and developing new ones.
For information about the courses on which this material is based, visit Brain Gym® International at www.braingym.org or info@braingym.org. Copyright © 2010 Educational Kinesiology
Foundation/Brain Gym® International. All right reserved. Portions of this publication may be
reproduced for educational purposes only. Opinions expressed herein are those of the writers,
and do not necessarily reflect the official policy of Brain Gym® International.
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The Heart of
Listening: Building
Rapport in a
Wealth-Healthy
Brain Gym Business
Eliza Bergeson
and Bonnie Hershey

A

s a service oriented entrepreneur,
you are your business. When you speak, your business
speaks. Ironically, the best way to “speak” about your
business and attract new clients is by listening. When you
listen deeply with interest and an open heart, you demonstrate
professional competency in ways that describing your offerings,
approach, and expertise can seldom match. Through listening,
you are letting prospective clients know that it is not about you,
it’s about them.
The journey with a new client often begins by phone as
you discern in your first conversation whether or not your
services are a good match for them or their child. They may
immediately ask what you do and what your fees are. But they
really want to know who you are. Do they feel safe with you?
Are you experienced? Do you care? They need to establish
rapport with the heart-centered practitioner in you.
You can address this substratum of inquiry with questions
that draw forth their concerns. “Yes, I would be glad to tell you
about my work and my fees, but first can you tell me…?” When
enrolling new clients, there are three kinds of questions you can
ask to achieve this aim: Open-ended, Closed-ended and Magic.
1. Open-ended Questions (from the head and heart)—These
questions help to stimulate creative, thoughtful dialog. They
are investigative. They most often begin with “What”, “Why”
or “How.” For example:
“So tell me, what challenges is your son facing?”
“What kinds of approaches have you tried thus far and
which ones have worked?”
“What does he love to do? What does he avoid?” or
“What would you like to be doing that you aren’t
doing now?”
“If you weren’t feeling________, how would you like to
feel instead?”
“Why do you think that approach didn’t work for you?”
6
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Ironically, the
best way to
“speak” about
your business
and attract
new clients is
by listening.

2. Closed-ended Questions (from the head)—Use Closed-ended Questions when looking
for a definitive answer or commitment of “Yes”, “No” or “Maybe.” These questions
begin with “Do”, “Does”, “Are”, “Can”, “Will” and “Would”. You can also use Closedended Questions for clarification. These begin with “How.” “How old…how much…
how many?” For example:
“Does she have the time in her schedule for weekly sessions?”
“How old is your daughter?” or
“How many siblings do you have?”
“Would you be interested in starting next week?”
3. Magic Questions (from the heart)—These questions encourage us to think out of the
box, beyond our usual limitations and begin with “If.” For example:
“If you could envision a next big step for your son, what would you like to see?”
“If your son could accomplish anything he wanted to, what would it be?” or
“If money weren’t an issue, what would you like to be doing now?”
“If you could wave a magic wand, what would you like your life to look like?”
These questions are the most powerful tools you can use to awaken inner awareness,
putting potential clients in charge of their own learning right from the start. After
establishing rapport, you can briefly answer any questions they may have about your
work and fees. You may often find that, if you have asked the right questions, they need
no further information.
When stating your fees, be sure to also mention your office policies concerning
cancellations and any other details you feel they need to know. At this point, if you feel
there is a match, put the ball in their hands by asking, “So how would you like to move
forward?” This “un-sales-y”, open-ended question provides an irresistible invitation.
Who wouldn’t like to move forward?
Take meticulous notes of potential clients’ data and of your conversations. Review
these notes before the first in-person meeting. Your thoroughness lets them know from
the get-go that you listen well and care enough to keep track of what they have said.
Your success, beyond all skill with techniques and modalities, lies in your ability to
communicate from the heart. Though the language of the heart is silent, it is a powerful
force in working with clients—making possible all true healing, growth,
and transformation.

<< <
The greatest gift
you can give
another is the
purity of
your attention.
Richard Moss

You cannot truly
listen to anyone
and do anything
else at the
same time.
M. Scott Peck

The greatest
compliment that was
ever paid me was
when one asked me
what I thought,
and attended
to my answer.
Henry David
Thoreau

It is the province
of knowledge
to speak
And it is the privilege
of wisdom to listen.
Oliver Wendell
Holmes

Nature gave us
one tongue and
two ears so we
could hear twice
as much as we
speak.
Epictetus

Eliza Bergeson, M. Ed. and Bonnie Hershey, M.Ed. co-founded the Kinesiology
Connection in Lexington, Massachusetts in 1995. Business in Balance and The
Heart of Listening pull together the best of experience and expertise from this
successful, on-going collaboration. Eliza’s current company, Brilliance Unlimited,
offers professional and performance coaching for entrepreneurs. She is the author
of The Yes! In Success: Expansion of the Human Spirit. Bonnie is Board chair
for Brain Gym® International and an International Faculty Member. As director of
the Kinesiology Connection, Bonnie provides energetic and inspiring leadership
and mentoring for New England’s growing Brain Gym community.
moving with intention
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Board’s Bulletin

Letters to the Editor

“

Moira Dempsey

This is a great publication - beautiful, fresh,
professional! And I love the name - gets people
oriented immediately that we are international!
Thanks for a beautiful job launching this.

I

n 2004, I was invited to join the Brain Gym® International
Board of Directors. I was very honoured to be the first person, other than faculty members, from outside the USA to
become a Board member. At the time I was living in Singapore;
however, after being away for seventeen years I returned to live
in my hometown of Melbourne, Australia. My main focus on
the Board has always been about expanding opportunities for
our members and enhancing their Edu-K/Brain Gym experiences.
I was involved for many years with getting the recentlycompleted Affiliate Policy approved: this policy honours the
varied systems and structures around the world that support
Edu-K/Brain Gym. It enables us to create unanimity so that we
can take the international organisation forward with clarity and
consistency, and it allows the membership in various regions to
play greater roles in developing their work.
In 2004, I was asked to look at what was happening with the
BRAIN GYM trademark in various countries. Well, this was
a task! However, we now have trademark coverage to over sixty
countries, which in turn provides more protection to members.
The “International” in “Brain Gym® International” is really living
up to its word!
Currently, I chair the Resource Development Committee,
which focuses on how to further develop our financial resources
and viability, including our donor base. For example, the
committee is investigating ways to broaden our membership
to those who use Brain Gym in their work, yet are not licensed
instructors. What do you think of this? We would love to hear
your thoughts and any other related suggestions. Write to
info@braingym.org with Resource Development in the
subject header.
Brain Gym® International is always looking for people to
serve on committees. If you are interested in becoming more
involved, let us know, and we will gladly put you to work!
On behalf of Brain Gym® International’s Board of Directors,
Moira Dempsey
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ROSE HARROW, International Faculty, USA

My main focus
on the Board
has always
been about
expanding
opportunities
for our
members and
enhancing their
Edu-K/Brain Gym
experiences.

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL who
have anything to do with the
publication of the first issue of
Brain Gym Global Observer. Also a
BIG Thank You to Gail for initiating
the Brain Gym Journal which now
gave birth to the Global Observer.
Once I started reading the
BG Global Observer, I couldn’t
put it down until I came to the
last page. Gloria’s “Metaphor of
the X” is extremely interesting
and informative. I now am able
to appreciate more the simple
Brain Gym activity of THINK of
an X. Kathy’s “Brain Plasticity... “
gives me much comfort and hope
when attending to people with
brain damage. Recently, one of
our high school students had an
accident at the playing field and
is now like in a vegetative state
at a hospice. “Tina’s Transformation” by Janet gives me renewed
reason to persevere using Brain
Gym and share this exquisite tool
for learning with my students and
the children at the kindergarten
where I work.

I COULD SPEND HOURS reading
this stuff. It’s so valuable to me
to see in writing what I live and
teach. Nice. I LOVE the Global
Observer! What a great title and
the articles are glimpses into the
hearts of all of us who do this
work! Thank you again and again,

BRO. DOMINIC CHONG,
fsc, Singapore

BONNIE HERSHEY, International
Faculty and Board Chair USA

CECE KOESTER,
Licensed Instructor, USA

JUST A LITTLE NOTE to
congratulate you all on the
wonderful first issue of the Global
Observer. Love the format, the
look, the content. Really great!
Thanks so much!
LISA MARCOVICI,
Licensed Instructor, Canada

ALL I CAN SAY IS “WOW” I love
the BG GO! You all did an awesome
job. I just dove in to reading the
articles and look forward to
reading each and every one.

moving with intention
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Lazy 8s Make
Transitions Great!
Sharon Todd

I

t is amazing how children know
what they need, and then begin to
support themselves when given the
right tools.
My business partner, Jill Hewlett,
and I are licensed Brain Gym®
Instructors/Consultants who offer our
clients a variety of tools that support
cognitive fitness and multi-sensory
success. In our experience, many
children, especially those with Autism,
hold a great deal of anxiety in their
bodies. This is particularly evident
during transitions from one activity
or environment to another, sitting still
for extended periods of time, waiting
in line or even when coming in from
recess. Such heightened levels of stress
tend to obstruct any meaningful learning and connection, not only with the
intended curricular materials but also
with peer to peer social interactions

and the ability
to self-regulate
(the process
of taking
in sensory
information,
and calmly
monitoring and adjusting one’s behavior in
response to it).
This subject is especially meaningful
to me because my son, Kirk, has
Autism. I remember when he completed grade one; during that school
year he required frequent movement
breaks to nourish his sensory integration needs.

Given the right
tools, children will
naturally attend to
their needs, and
the needs of others.
When Kirk had difficulty sitting for
the twenty-minute period of carpet
time, his teacher developed a very
effective strategy to help him stay alert.
Since she rarely had Educational
Assistants available, and could not
always attend to his needs while facilitating the curriculum, she began tracing Lazy 8s on his back to support his
attending skills and proprioception*.
Of course, kids catch on to these
things, and Kirk’s classmates started
noticing how his behavior would shift

10
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once the teacher began to do these
Lazy 8s. He would go from not being
able to sit still or stay out of others’
personal space, to sitting calmly, and
honoring personal boundaries.
One day when the teacher was
busy during carpet time, one of his
classmates noticed that Kirk needed
support and began to do Lazy 8s on
his back. The result…he became regulated!! From that point on, doing Lazy
8s became an instinctual response by
the students when my son needed it.

Just this one Brain
Gym® movement
brought inclusivity
and cohesion to
the group.
There would be no discussion about
who was going to do it; Lazy 8s would
just happen.
Months later, Kirk was invited to
move to an integrated school, and we
leapt at the opportunity! While the
change of environments was positive,
we wanted the transition to be as well.
I initiated the “transition talk” with my
son. I said, “Guess what? You get to go
to a new school that teaches the way
you learn. Not all teachers know how
to do this, and we are so lucky to find
a school that does. You get to keep
your current friends and make a bunch
of new friends too!”
Kirk sat there for a while considering this and then said, “But Mommy,
who is going to rub my back?” This
response brought tears to my eyes.
Evidently, my son knew how much

the Lazy 8s offered by his classmates
and teacher had helped him with
transitions, self-regulation and attending skills. He knew this same kind of
assistance would be needed for a successful experience at the new school.
If this was his primary concern, then
I could not ask for a better outcome!
I was not worried because I knew the
new academic environment would be
open to addressing his needs in this way.
My son transitioned very successfully with the help of lots of Lazy 8s,
among other tools. We went back to
his old school a few weeks later to visit
the teacher and his friends. It turns
out that once Kirk left, the kids kept
doing the Lazy 8s on each other during
carpet time! Just this one Brain Gym®
movement brought inclusivity and
cohesion to the group. I believe it also
provided a coping tool for his absence,
as my son was definitely missed.
Children are amazingly intuitive! Given the right tools, they will
naturally attend to their needs, and the
needs of others.
Jill Hewlett and Sharon Todd are
both Licensed Brain Gym®
Trainers/Instructors in Toronto,
Ontario, Canada. Their company,
Brain Works Global Inc., trains
clients of all ages on how to maximize their learning potential while
working in conjunction with their
individual goals.
www.brainworksglobal.com

moving with intention
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Outreach

Offering Assistance
and Awareness as a
Hospital Volunteer

Kari Coady

W

hat if Brain Gym® International had several active
public service programs, each one reflecting and
grounded in a “giving back” spirit? Imagine if our
organization was consistently participating in goodwill projects,
all of which had name recognition and could easily be found on
our website. How would our marketing strategies shift? Would
it create more abundance? Would our mission be more fully realized? What effect would this have on people’s understanding
of what we’re all about? How might the energy within our organization change if such programs were a constant undercurrent
upon which all other Brain Gym® International activities were
floating buoyantly?
At our annual conference I spoke about the idea of aligning more fully with our purpose of providing public service.
The enthusiasm with which this topic was received overwhelmed me. Conference participants immediately wanted
to get involved, and the “presentation” spontaneously became
a “discussion”. Two things were readily apparent: individuals
are already doing a lot in the area of giving back, and there are
many creative ideas regarding service projects. In an effort to
take advantage of the moment, a brainstorming box was created
to collect ideas throughout the remainder of the conference.
I can hardly wait to read the suggestions and explore which
ones may resonate with our organization and its resources. As
I said to the conference participants, it’s like trying on different
outfits until we find the best one for the occasion. Brain Gym®
International may consider several projects in search of the
ones that are the right fit.
Given that the desire to help and empower others is a common denominator found throughout Edu-K’s diverse international community, one would think I would have been more
prepared for the group’s passion around this topic. Since that
day, I have often wondered why I would have expected anything
else! Clearly, there is a readiness, willingness, and ability to
move forward regarding public service. The question now is
how to best capitalize on the energy of this benevolent nature.
While I don’t have all the answers, it seems the time is ripe for
us to externalize more deeply the innate sense of giving back
that exists within our community.

Special note: check out the course, Giving Back, which is part of the
Edu-K curriculum. It was developed by Karen Petersen of Hawaii, and is a
wonderful example of a goodwill project.
12
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Joni Polehna

S
…the desire to
help and
empower
others is a
common
denominator
found
throughout
Edu-K’s diverse
international
community.

ince 2005, I have been
a Licensed Brain Gym®
Instructor/Consultant in
Minnesota, USA. As part of a strong
regional Brain Gym network, I find
many opportunities to serve the
community and educate people about
our work.
One opportunity I especially enjoy
is volunteering at our local hospital,
where it is common practice for
holistic practitioners to donate time
every month. In the Pre- and Post-

I am there
for those
who desire
assistance.
Surgical Unit, the staff is always excited
to offer patients the opportunity to
enter surgery in a calm state, with
positive expectations for a successful
outcome and a quick recovery.
What follows is my account of a
typical volunteer session. To begin, I
introduce myself and offer the patient
a relaxation process to help relieve
stress before surgery and promote
healing afterward. I ask them to notice
any pain, anxiety or other emotions
that they may be experiencing,
and then I document their level of
discomfort, from 0-10. As we begin,
I encourage them to lie back on the
pre-op gurney, and focus on a positive
thought or envision being able to
do the activities that they have been
unable to do because of their pain

or injury.
Then I help
them relax
even further
with a simple
Brain Gym
movement or
another technique from my extensive
toolbox.
When we’re finished, after about
15-20 minutes, the patient’s discomfort
level is reassessed; the intensity
has often diminished, while their
confidence has often increased. Many
patients who say they aren’t anxious
beforehand are amazed at how calm
they feel afterward. I document the
changes that we both noticed, along
with the techniques used, and file the
form in their chart. I also encourage
them to ask for post-operative holistic
work, if they so desire.
Patients recovering from day surgery
can also benefit from this program,
especially when their anesthesia is
wearing off: I might demonstrate

There’s always an
opportunity to spread
an awareness of the
powerful benefits
of our work!
Balance Buttons for dizziness, Belly
Breathing to help relax a tight area,
Lazy 8s over incisions, or family
continued on page 20
moving with intention
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Cindy’s Sense
Cindy Goldade, Faculty Member

I

s it easier to balance with strangers, friends, or family? That
is a loaded question!
We love our family and friends! And, at times, being
heartfully connected may sabotage our balance* facilitation
skills and cloud our noticing* abilities. We can get into our
heads and over-analyze, believing we know what is best rather
than drawing out* of the individual. Sometimes certain family
members (or friends) and their related goals* can even trigger
an old pattern or a memory, and we might have a brainstemtype freeze response. Any of these reactions can signal that it
may be more appropriate for someone else to facilitate, as our
own ability may be less than fully accessed.
Recently, a fellow licensed Brain Gym® instructor and friend
reached out to schedule a balance with her son. We discussed
how hard it sometimes is to work with family members. I
nodded emphatically as I recalled how my husband chooses
the oddest times to ask, “Could you balance me for _______?”
It is at these times I become a model procrastinator and create
all sorts of reasons not to accept the balance request…it is too
late, it is too early, his voice is teasing, the goal is medical rather
than educational, I’m working, I’m relaxing, and so on.
I’ve noticed a strong correlation between language intention
and my willingness to enter into a balance with someone else.
When others expect miracles (e.g. “Can you fix this?”), I tend to
shy away. Passive aggressive techniques (e.g. “If only you’d….”)
do not work well with me. Words dripping with sarcasm are a
show stopper. Whining usually causes me to reflect back with
my own unintentional negativity. Oftentimes, my words and/
or my body language say “No”—and I believe that is every
facilitator’s prerogative. While I strive to be a positive resource
for others, I also honor my own limitations, such as recognizing
when the time or fit is not quite right.
Yet, when someone inquires with curiosity and openness I
step forward. This year, two such experiences stand out. The
wife of a long-time friend has suffered for years with vestibular
issues and the secondary effects of anxiety/depression. She was
curious as to whether there was any possibility of Edu-K* helping her. Her open attitude allowed me to respond and explain
how we are dynamic beings and that purposeful movement
may indeed improve her equilibrium.
The other example was a cousin inquiring about whether

14
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Holding
ourselves to a
high level of

Edu-K work could help a smoking addiction. Such an open-ended, non-threatening
question allowed me to share my understanding of the relationship between addictions
and the brain, along with relevant case studies I’ve read. She wasn’t looking for a quick
fix, but rather gathering data to prepare for the day that her mind and body are ready
for change.
Conversing with family and friends is very different than answering a “cold-call” about
Brain Gym balances. A cold-call holds no history, no pre-conceived notions. It is initially
void of emotional attachment. On the contrary, those close to us know our past and we
know theirs. It can be challenging to hold a neutral space for optimal noticing to occur
when all those emotional markers of our prior experiences are sending signals!
What to do? Recognize every opportunity has a choice embedded in it. When invited
to facilitate a balance for someone else, possibilities can cross the spectrum between yes
and no, including the option of referring them to a colleague. When we increase our
awareness of language intention, and notice the potential impact of family and friendship dynamics, we can then make informed decisions. Holding ourselves to a high level
of personal and professional integrity is one of the ultimate goals.

personal and
professional
integrity is
one of the
ultimate goals.

On the Go!
“Life is like riding a bicycle.
To keep your balance,
you must keep moving.”
- Albert Einstein

“If you want to live
a happy life,
tie it to a goal,
not to people or things.”

“The vestibular
system that controls
how the eyes will
move is tied directly
to the ears and the
core muscles of the
trunk,…”
- Playing in
the Unified Field, 39
Carla Hannaford

- Albert Einstein
moving with intention
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How Do You Know
What He Wants?
Cecilia (Freeman) Koester, MEd

W

hat do I do with a child
who… walks with a
homolateral* gait, does
not use words to express himself, is
blind, feeds himself independently
with finger foods though needs
assistance to use a spoon or fork? This
little 8-year-old boy, who is small in
stature though big in his quest for
learning, fills my heart with every
frown of his frustration and each huge
smile of accomplishment. Because
Brendan uses shrill noises to express
his agitation, and relaxed looks of
contentment to express his internal
joy, I must learn how to communicate
with him so he can experience self
awareness. Perhaps one day he will be
able to notice for himself what steps he
can take to be more independent.
It is important that I offer Brendan
a structure that allows him to retain
new learning as a fully integrated
permanent resource. How do I engage
him so he can learn how to learn? I
invite his curiosity about the unique
world in which he lives––even if that
world is seemingly filled with personal
struggle, an inability to control his own
musculature, and a constant search for
words and gestures to express himself.
My intention is to help Brendan to
self-identify, and to find solace and
levity within.
Brendan, like every child and adult,
deserves encouragement and permission to be aware and to trust his own
noticing* ability. This leads to the
joy of exploration, the excitement of

16
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discovery and
the confident
embodiment
of new learning. Have you
ever observed a
typically-functioning young
child at play? He goes from moment to
moment with great curiosity, exploring
and discovering life. As we deepen our
noticing skills, we too can achieve such
a non-judgmental state. I see that I
need to be fully present with Brendan,
without discerning or evaluating why a
particular behavior or movement pattern might be in place.
My past experience and intuition are
sources of knowledge and enrichment
that need to remain in the background
of my consciousness as I work/play
with Brendan. Since energy follows
attention, I want my primary focus
to be on finding a pathway to new
development. I watch Brendan spastically move his body about in a seeming
effort to free pent-up neurological flow
or emotional frustration. It appears to
me that his inner sense of rhythm is
in a “log jam.” I imitate this movement
pattern in my own body and come to
sense/feel/know what I want if my
body is stuck in this nuance of behavior. The shriek that my own voice releases is a desperate cry for help to find
a rhythm in my own learning as well as
a more natural pattern of movement.
Brendan’s Mom will say, “How do
you know what he wants? You seem to
●
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know exactly where to begin with him.” My reply is that I don’t know where to begin; I
simply begin. I tell his Mom that I just have the audacity to say out loud what comes to
mind. And I encourage her to remember what it was like when Brendan was an infant.
How did she know what he wanted/needed? She said that she could tell by the tone of
a sound or the subtle movement of Brendan’s body. This is the simplicity of noticing: being present and trusting.
This ability to be present with Brendan, have faith in what he is showing me, and
trust my intuition shows respectful attention and consideration for him. Then
I begin to establish a container for our
work/play together, creating a space for
Brendan to grow and notice what and
how things are manifesting for him.
I weave simple movement patterns
that will perhaps create more coherence
within Brendan’s mind/body system. I
specifically notice what quiets him so that
his play is restful rather than a struggle.
As we interact, I show Mom how to
build a day where her son can feel relaxed
and ease into useful movements rather
Brendan and Mom doing Navel Radiation
than random, spastic activity.
After each session, Mom is deeply moved by Brendan’s progress and appreciates her
own increased level of noticing. Through his sounds, movements and facial expressions,
she learns more readily what he is requesting. Mom holds the intention that one day
Brendan will be able to give attention to his own state of being and self-discovery.
Observe. Imitate. Imagine. Feel. Intend. Show. Practice. Encourage. Celebrate.
QUESTIONS TO PONDER ABOUT NOTICING:
* Am I grounded in the present time?
* Am I in a non-judgment frame of mind?
* What do I look for so I know where to begin?
* Are my skills and abilities present in who I am so I can simultaneously
co-discover and/or co-create the solution with the child I am assisting?
* How can I create a space where the child can recognize his own
strengths and challenges so he can find his own new learning?
* Is there a way for me to measure how effective my solution is?
Cecilia (Freeman) Koester, MEd., is author, with Gail Dennison, of I Am the
Child: Using Brain Gym® With Children Who Have Special Needs (1998,
2010) and Movement Based Learning for Children of All Abilities (2006).
She has been in the field of Special Needs as a classroom teacher and private
consultant for over thirty years. Cece is a licensed Brain Gym consultant who has
developed and teaches the Brain Gym for Special Education Providers workshop. She presently is developing a Teacher Training for the same.
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PLAY: Get Your Giggle On
LO
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Humorous Highlights from the 2010 Conference
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Zofi Graczyk
were two nametags
used in the
evenings by the

administration as
they noticed their
energy level and modeled self-responsibility at the annual conference
last month held in Massachusetts, USA. This event drew 120 individuals enthusiastic about the relationship between learning and moving.
Since humor and laughter go along with moving, we wanted to share a
few of the giggles with you!
Imagine you are a chipmunk in a tree overlooking a hiking
trail that winds around the lake and two adults with their “Self
Care” nametags displayed come vigorously hiking and tripping over roots and rocks. What makes this especially hilarious
is observing these two manage the path’s obstacles while
speaking into a 2x4 inch machine, aka cell phone, recording
their conversation as they are animatedly creating solutions for
upcoming events or worldwide issues.
Picture the evenings…a campfire with thirty people singing songs and
telling jokes. Who knew there was an entertainer hiding in so many? The
Improv the next night was vibrant and boisterous as instruments were
played, easels were utilized for artistic expression and random materials
(e.g. swim noodles, streamers, balloons) became dancing companions.
And the party…what was intended to be a regular dinner and dance
with a DJ, turned into line dancing sometimes infused
with kickboxing, and hysterical games. It was a sight
to see novices attempting to create balloon animals
with no training. And that’s not to mention grown
adults chasing a DJ around banquet tables to
give a High 5 for the purpose of gaining points for
knowing the name of a song…All for the silly fun
of it!
The venue was beautiful and brought out
our innate smiles. The 2010 Annual Brain Gym®
Conference reiterated that learning can
indeed be fun and playful!
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y Name is Zofi Graczyk
MSc, Ph.D., and I have
been a Licensed Brain
Gym® Instructor since 2006. I am a
very energetic person, with an interest
in long and short-term behavioral
patterns. In my travels throughout
the world, I have acquired a broad
knowledge of different cultures,
religions and ethnic customs. My
passion involves understanding current
human nature. In many cases I have
found that when clinical medicine
doesn’t provide a solution - alternative
therapy does!
Here is an example of how I used
Brain Gym® movements with a
93-year-old woman, Valeria, who was

The author, Zofi, with her client, Valeria

diagnosed with gum cancer. After
surgery, she was on a feeding tube and
unable to move, although her mind
still worked very well.
In our first balance* session, Valeria
decided on an ambitious goal: to

essentially return to the life she had
before her surgery. Her goal was
positive, active, clear and energetic;
however, I asked an additional
question – which of her activities

She wanted to
enjoy her meals
and swallow
everything easily
once again.
would she specifically like to have
back? She wanted to enjoy her meals
and swallow everything easily once again.
With a condition called dysphagia,
she could not swallow on her own.
Although dysphagia can be the result
of stroke, it can also arise from damage
to the patient’s dominant motor cortex.
With my physiology background,
hypnotherapy experience and
kinesiological point of view, I wanted
to help re-educate my client, to teach
her to swallow, and thus to improve
her everyday living.
Valeria was not mobile because
of the constant connection to the
feeding tube. Most of the time she
was depressed and in pain, refusing to
take pain medicine. However, she was
still able to do some movements as
described by Paul and Gail Dennison
in Personalized Whole Brain Integration.
Once or twice a week, she and I
practiced PACE* as well as some of the
action balances from Brain Gym 101.
Over time, her demeanor
changed from unhappy to alert and
moving with intention
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communicative, even smiling! After our sessions, she would tell me stories about her
life and seemed happy to recall them. After six weeks of balancing, Valeria’s attitude
changed so much that she asked her physician to remove the feeding tube. After that,
she gradually returned to swallowing on her own.
For years, Kinesiology has been
proven to resolve many clinical
conditions such as ADD, ADHD,
autism and aggressive behavior. It has
helped children attain better grades and
social skills, and helped adults relieve
stress, improve mood. and achieve
positive results in their daily lives. I’m
happy that Educational Kinesiology*
could help Valeria improve the quality
of her life.
Zofi Graczyk earned her Master’s
Valeria six weeks later
Degree in Psychology and her Ph.D.
in Neurophysiology. In 2006 she became a licensed Brain Gym® Instructor/
Consultant. She currently implements her knowledge and experience with
kinesiology in different psychotherapeutic cases. zofigraczyk@yahoo.com

Offering Assistance . . .
continued from page 13

assisted Calf Pumps (gently pushing the foot toward the shin) to help release the fear
response to surgery that some patients hold in their lower legs.
Occasionally, I offer my services to the hospital staff as they are reviewing charts in
the unit station. They’re often grateful for a tip on a Brain Gym movement or Touch for
Health* technique to address an issue that they may be experiencing.
One never knows what may be encountered when showing up to volunteer, but I
approach it with the intention that I am there for those who desire assistance. There’s
always an opportunity to spread an awareness of the powerful benefits of our work!
Joni has been a Certified Therapeutic Recreation Specialist for over thirty years.
She became a licensed Brain Gym® consultant in 2005 and enjoys promoting
alternative modalities throughout the St. Paul, MN area.
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The Metaphor of the X, Part 2
“Living from the Core”
Gloria A. Kuhs
In the Brain Gym® program, the
metaphor of the X is foundational to
structural stability and the resulting
ease of learning. As we discussed in
Part One (May 2010), the X refers to
the relationship between opposite hips
and shoulders— the postural core of
the body — as well as to grounded
binocular vision and binaural hearing
(eye-movement and head turning).
These postural muscles work with the
vestibular system*, neocortex, and eyes;
a relationship that impacts thinking
abilities. The integration of this system
gives us control over gross-motor skills,
which in turn prepares us for ease of
fine-motor coordination. Hence, both
the gross-motor skills needed for walking and running, and the fine-motor
coordination needed for reading and
writing have their basis at the core of
the body. Without such integration,
learning is inhibited by needless muscular tension, sensory compensation,
and cognitive and emotional stress. In
essence, we are either “living from the
core” or we are compensating.
The core is generally thought of
as the abdominal muscles. However,
in Edu-K*, we refer to the postural
muscles of the entire torso, including:
the pectoralis clavicular major and minor, trapezius group, latissimus dorsi,
psoas, quadratus lumborum, iliacus,
piriformis, neck flexors and extensors,
supraspinatus, anterior serratus,
sacrospinalis, abdominals, teres major
and minor, and gluteus maximus
and medius.

According to
Gail Dennison,
co-founder of
Edu-K, the word
“core” refers to the
central, innermost, or most essential part of something. The muscles
at the core of the body are generally
thought of as the stabilizing transverse
abdominal muscles that create a horizontal girdle around the waist, hold
the ribcage level, and, working together
with the pelvic floor, hold the organs in
place. In modern culture, due largely to
excessive sitting, the tailbone becomes
tucked, weakening this system and
confounding the lower part of the X in
both the front and back of the body.1
In Edu-K, the X defines simple
geometric angles—a unifying image—
that we can use to visualize and move
toward correct skeletal alignment with
postural muscles balanced and working synergistically: side to side, up to
down, and back to front.2
Brain Gym and Edu-K activities can
help develop new movement patterns
which support the X, especially the
Cross Crawl, Cross Crawl Sit-Ups, the
Energizer, Dennison Laterality Repatterning*, Three Dimension Repatterning*, Total Core Repatterning*, Core
Activation*, all of the Lengthening
Activities*, the Energy Exercise*
1 Dennison, Gail E, personal communication to the
author, June 14, 2010.
2 Dennison, Paul E. and Gail E.Dennison, Brain
Gym® Teacher’s Edition. Ventura, CA: Hearts at
Play, Inc., 2010 (50).
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“Buttons”, Pelvic 8s, and Think of an
X. However, when we observe a lack of
core integration, we do not automatically
assign these specific activities. Rather,
Edu-K teaches us to become aware of
the movements we are drawn to; we
learn to follow our own body wisdom
through noticing* or muscle checking*.
In Edu-K, noticing is considered one
of the most valuable skills we can develop. We learn that teaching a student
to notice her sensorimotor process
is more effective than “prescribing”
certain movements. While there are
many Brain Gym activities that support alignment, it is important for the
student to follow her own innate intelligence. A case in point comes from my
own experience. During my first Brain
Gym class, while doing Cross Crawl
Sit-ups, I immediately noticed I was
tensing my thighs, back, shoulders,
arms, neck, face and abdominals. In a
very short time my breathing became
labored, I felt sweaty, and my muscles
ached. I was not out of shape; these
were compensations for a lack of
integrated core postural muscles. The
X was not fully developed at the core.
Using noticing, I then chose to do
only the Brain Gym movements I
enjoyed while taking more Brain Gym
classes. Three months later, I felt like
doing Cross Crawl Sit-ups again. I
was amazed at how effortless this
movement had become! I was now
relaxed, no longer recruiting muscles
from all over my body to do the work
of the core. The Brain Gym movements and balances had helped me
develop a more efficient proprioceptive
communication system, allowing me to
isolate, organize, coordinate, differentiate, and use more efficiently only the
22
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muscles required to do that action. I
was easily achieving greater development of the X at my core.
As these muscles became more
integrated, so did the teaming of my
eyes. Letters stopped jumping around
and stayed still when I read. Suddenly,
my attention was floating across the
page as I read groups of words at a time.
The difference was amazing! This
experience not only revealed to me the
relationship between the core muscles
of the body and the eyes, it also reinforced the value of noticing and following the body’s wisdom when choosing
Brain Gym movements and balances.
The metaphor of the X began to
take on a greater significance. I realized
by thinking of, drawing, or imagining
an X internally connecting opposite shoulders to opposite hips3, our
systems are reminded of the visual,
auditory, kinesthetic, and core integration
we develop through doing Brain Gym
activities. This is our foundation for
learning, and the metaphor of the X
represents this integration. When we
are truly “living from the core” we are
ready to move into our greater potential.
Gloria A. Kuhs is a Licensed Brain
Gym® Instructor and Consultant
in Laguna Hills, Ca. In addition to
private consultations, she teaches
Brain Gym 101, Optimal Brain Organization, and Visioncircles, and
has served on the board of directors
for the Educational Kinesiology
Foundation (2002-2005). Gloria
home schools and is married with
two children.

3 Dennison, Paul E. and Gail E.Dennison, Brain
Gym® Teacher’s Edition. Ventura, CA: Hearts at
Play, Inc., 2010 (50).
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*a reference list of edu-k terms
Balance, balancing, balance process - a process utilizing Edu-K’s Five
Steps to Easy Learning that regulates conflicts between structure and function.
Brain Gym® - a series of specifically conceived movements that addresses
the physical skills of learning (for example: visual, auditory). Brain Gym
activities contain three categories of movements: The Energy Exercises to
develop awareness of the body as the central reference for all directional
movements; The Lengthening Activities to facilitate skills of focus and
attention; and The Midline Movements for physical coordination as well as
accessing of both analytical and spatial information.
Core activation - a process for helping to coordinate and stabilize hip and
shoulder movement
Dennison Laterality Repatterning (DLR) - a five-step process that stimulates key stages of laterality from infancy through walking, and that helps
to free compensatory visual or postural habits (see Edu-K for Kids by Dennison and Dennison).
Drawing out - in education, leading forth or educing learning by making a
match between physical readiness and a desired skill
Educational Kinesiology (Edu-K) - the study of movement and its relationship to whole-brain learning; a process for drawing out innate learning
abilities through the understanding of movement and its relationship to
whole-brain learning patterns; the application of kinesthetics (movement)
to the study of whole-brain integration for purposes of alleviating stress
and maximizing the full learning potential.
Energy exercises - the series of Brain Gym activities designed to facilitate
an awareness of the body as the central reference for all directional movement, thus providing a kinesthetic bridge for skills of organization and
abstract thought; the ability to cross the top-bottom midline of the brain
and postural system, thus integrating rational thinking with emotional
responses
Five Steps to Easy Learning - a process unique to Edu-K that anchors new
learning to movement experiences
Goal - the process, preliminary to a balance, of identifying the balance
recipient’s stated aim
Homolateral - involuntarily choosing to access only one cerebral hemisphere, thus blocking integrated thought and movement
moving with intention
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in-depth checks - processes for exploring the physical skills involved in
specific areas of learning
Lengthening Activities - a series of Brain Gym activities designed to facilitate the ability to cross the back-front-midline of the brain and postural
system, thus integrating meaningful intention with habituated movement
responses
Muscle check, muscle checking - a kinesiological technique, used in Edu-K
for two purposes: 1) to anchor or positively reinforce newly integrated learning and 2) to measure the relative strength of a muscle for the purpose of
inferring brain functions relevant to educators
Noticing - giving attention to one’s state of being; self-observation
- an acronym (Positive, Active, Clear, Energetic) for a four-step learningreadiness technique that an individual may use to settle in to his or her own
best rhythm and timing for learning

PACE

Proprioception - the “brain cells” in the muscles; from the Latin word, “propio,” which translates to “within the body,” and the English word “receptive”; the physical awareness gained through muscles, joints, and other
receptors within the body
Three Dimension Repatterning - a variation of Dennison Laterality Repatterning applied to integration of the front/back, top/bottom, and left/right
brain hemispheres
Total Core Repatterning Balance - the process oriented to the integration
of those core postural reflexes of the body often unavailable due to incomplete development in infancy, taught in a course by the same name
Touch for Health® - a process (from the book by that name, written by John
Thie, D.C.) for toning and stimulating individual muscles and muscle systems by activating the lymphatic, vascular, or meridian system of the body
Vestibular system - the sensory system with receptors in the inner ear that
helps us keep our balance by responding to changes in head position; this
system is constantly coordinating with the eyes, muscles, and joints to keep
us oriented to gravity and to how we balance and move the body.

instructor listing
ARGENTINA
Susana Buscaglia --------su@susanabuscaglia.com
Gabriela Lombardo ------centrojoyful@fibertel.com.ar
Rio Negro
Sandra Lopez --------------celebracion@hotmail.com
AUSTRALIA
NSW
Denise McGann ----------mcgannd@bigpond.net.au
Anita Robertson-----------learning@brainjoggers.com.au
Lenette M. Francis -------learning@brainjoggers.com.au
Jayne Bernstam ----------jayne305@ozemail.com.au
Marina Berney -------------noussnouss@hotmail.com
Christine Youngman
------------------------ kinesiology_solutions@hotmail.com
Evonne Bennell ------------evonne@evolveintobeing.com
Ghislaine Bouskila
------------------------ ghislaine@aswithinsowithout.com.au
Gillian Stuart-Morrison gsgillian@gmail.com
Mahati Belnick ------------belnickmahati@gmail.com
QLD
Kris McIntyre ---------------krismci@live.com.au
Paula Wilson, M.Ed. -----paula@movingtogether.com.au
Gillian Johnson ------------gillianj@powerup.com.au
Sareylom Poole -----------sareylom@bigpond.com
Enza Lyons ------------------enza@dlhc.com.au
SA
Tania Mc Gregor ----------braingym1@adam.com.au
Heather Gibbons ---------gibbons@seol.net.au
VIC
Mary Nicholls --------------maryn@melbpc.org.au
Christine Bozkewycz ----chris@brainconnections.com.au
Julie Gunstone-------------thinkingbody@optusnet.com.au
Robyn Hampton-----------robynhampton@optusnet.com.au
Moira Dempsey -----------moira@integratedbeing.com
Renska Bunte --------------renska@happylearning.com.au
Claire Hocking -------------clairehg@tpg.com.au
Eleanor J. M. Graves ----kgraves@bigpond.net.au
Fairlie Sharp ----------------fairliesh@netspace.net.au
Tina Impey ------------------tanji@skymesh.com.au
WA
Patricia Leahy-Shrewsbury
------------------------ pleahy-shrewsbury@bigpond.com
AUSTRIA
Maria Obermair -----------office@kinmo.at
Christian Dillinger--------info@movinginstitut.at
Ferdinand Gstrein --------kinesiologie.gstrein@aon.at
BAHRAIN
Sapiencia Alvares --------allanalvares@hotmail.com
Noraini Mahmood --------wadi@batelco.com.bh
Marlene Cocking----------jcocking@batelco.com.bh
BELGIUM
Paul Landon ----------------paul.landon@mouvements.org
Dominique Monette -----ibk@skynet.be
BRAZIL
Rosana Deconte ----------rosanadeconte@hotmail.com
CANADA
AB
Jean Gurnett ---------------gurnettj@gmail.com
Susan Terris ----------------reflexsus@hotmail.com
Shari Robertson ----------shari8856@hotmail.com
Esther Kupsch -------------ekupsch66@gmail.com
Rosemary Benson--------rebenson46@hotmail.com
Laura Wilson ---------------laurawilson@eidnet.org
Lyne Claveau ---------------weyco@shaw.ca
E. Roselyn Elford BA, M.Ed
-----------------------------------eroselyn@telus.net
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The instructor list is as current as August 23rd,
and may not reflect changes made after that date.

Patricia Elford BSC, M.Ed
-----------------------------------bg4all@telus.net
Susan MacCulloch, M.Ed
-----------------------------------shmacculloch@shaw.ca
Steven Ockey ---------------purepotential@shaw.ca
Jenafor Andel --------------be.well@shaw.ca
Shelley Petch ---------------seashell@netkaster.ca
Mildred Thill ----------------braingym@telus.net
Heather Bjornstad -------hbj@netkaster.ca
Geri Bronson ---------------g.bron@telus.net
Annette Tompkins --------403-553-8848
Tracy M. Cukulin----------tracyc@shaw.ca
Cindy Morrow --------------cindy_morrow56@hotmail.com
Shelly Hobson -------------miller00@telusplanet.net
Dana Luebke ---------------dana.luebke@sunergos.com
Pam August -----------------paugust@westjet.com
David Chris Loree --------geeyouareyou@shaw.ca
Patricia LaFlamme-------patricialaflamme@hotmail.com
Maurine Maslen , M.Ed -momaslen@telusplanet.net
BC
Jean Gurnett ---------------gurnettj@gmail.com
Beverly Hunter
-------------- beverlyhunter@turningonthelight.com
Chris Moorman -----------lmoorman@telus.net
Wendy Humphreys Tebbutt
-----------------------------------starsong@dccnet.com
Lenora Fletcher -----------lenora5@telus.net
Pat Everatt ------------------peveratt@nethop.net
R. Allen Stanton ----------borntoteach@shaw.ca
Lori Wall ----------------------braingymnastics@shaw.ca
Vivian Hitchman ----------vivian@lifeworkcoaching.net
Lorraine Peters ------------lgpeters@shaw.ca
Sharon Promislow -------sharon@enhancedlearning.com
Wendy Humphreys Tebbutt
-----------------------------------wendyht@dccnet.com
Judy L. Thompson -------judy.thompson@shaw.ca
Susan Nelson --------------susan_nelson@telus.net
Jeanine Nahas -------------jeaninenahas@shaw.ca
Gayle Buchner -------------gayelee@uniserve.com
Lynedah B. Vartell -------l_vartell@hotmail.com
Nina Falls --------------------falls@telus.net
Katie Philippov ------------katie@katiephilippov.com
Sarah Megan Hunter----meganandroland@shaw.ca
Valerie Ku --------------------cku1@telus.net
MB
Gail Holden -----------------holdensg@westman.wave.ca
Davada Carlson -----------davada@braingymcanada.com
Noreen Kolesar ------------nkolesar@shaw.ca
Paul Ruta , M.Ed----------braingym@mts.net
NB
Celine Bellemare ---------cwellnessb@rogers.com
NL
Jennifer Drover BSC DC
-----------------------------------info@coreinsight.ca
Alida Bouwman -----------alidabouwman@yahoo.com
ON
Patricia Hawke ------------jasonpathawke@aol.com
Carmen Poirier ------------613-729-9284
Sher Smith RN ------------info@realizingyourpotential.ca
Margaret Harris RN MA -marlou@cogeco.ca
Heather Wagner-----------wagnrhse@rogers.com
Marianne Knox
------------------------ marianne@awakeningpotential.ca
Sharon Todd ----------------sharon@brainworksglobal.com
Linda S. Clark--------------lindaclark@acncanada.net
Deborah Kalinich ---------deborah.kalinich@gmail.com
Heather Birchall ----------hbirchall@teksavvy.com
Maureen Priest ------------maurdon26@hotmail.com
Jill Hewlett ------------------success@jillhewlett.com
Shirley Prouty -------------shirley.prouty@sympatico.ca
Daphne Duckworth ------daphneduckworth@rogers.com
Carrol Hutchinson, M.Ed
-----------------------------------carrol.hutchinson@peelsb.com
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Audrey F. Harkness ------david_7@sympatico.ca
Faye Murray OT -----------murrays5@tcc.on.ca
Margaret Nightingale ---905-637-9765
Donna Logan Van Vliet-donna@rural.ca
Michele Najbor BA -------mnajbor@sympatico.ca
Corrie Danielis-------------danielis@sympatico.ca
Jan Yordy
-------------- yordy@energyconnectiontherapies.com
Peggy Barrett --------------peggy.barrett@sympatico.ca
Patricia (Trish) Scott----trish@truepotential.ca
Beverley Brown------------bjbrown@sympatico.ca
Sharon Loucks ------------s.loucks@tvdsb.on.ca
Mary Joy Macdonald----maryjoy@primus.ca
Tami Moase -----------------tcmoase@yahoo.ca
Joan Ann White -----------jwhite@ntl.sympatico.ca
Irish Sullivan ---------------eirlynda@rogers.com
Dhoog Woodcox -----------dhoog@hotmail.com
Michele Najbor BA -------mnajbor@sympatico.ca
Trish Ward -------------------alanward2377@rogers.com
Corrie Danielis-------------danielis@sympatico.ca
Sheena Smith --------------healthyu@hotmail.com
Marie-Claire Bourgeois mcbharmony@aol.com
Rebecca Karklins ---------rrkarklins@rogers.com
Eleanor J. McDougall Russ
-----------------------------------519-797-5127
Paul Hyman-----------------phyman@sympatico.ca
Natalie Pequeux ----------lapaside@yahoo.com
Tom Russell -----------------tom@thewellnesspath.ca
Sharol Cordner ------------s.cordner@hotmail.com
Sarojni Ramdhan-Ganpat
-----------------------------------sarojnirg@hotmail.com
Fran Burke ------------------fran.burke@tdsb.on.ca
Joan Agosta , M.Ed ------joan@joanagosta.ca
Darlene Montgomery ---darlene@lifedreams.org
Nancy E. Clarke -----------613-384-4698
Catherine Flatt RN BNSC---cflatt@cogeco.ca
Joan E. Barrett ------------jebarrettcoach@gmail.com
Mary Ann Swan -----------swansense@sympatico.ca
Penelope Mathes ---------peniann@rogers.com
Thomas Tegtmeyer ------balance@thomasmtegtmeyer.com
QC
Christine Poulin -----------poulin.christine@videotron.ca
Suzie Baillargeon---------suziebaillargeon@gmail.com
Lisa Marcovici -------------lisa.marcovici@videotron.ca
Dorothy Notkin OTR-----notkin6@aol.com
Danielle Fay -----------------daniellefay@sogetel.net
Michel Dugas --------------mich.dugas@gmail.com
Gaetane Marthe Noel ---gmnoel@caphumain.com
Alana Russell ---------------mar93@sympatico.ca
Janet Clancy ----------------clancyjanet01@yahoo.ca
SK
Susan Halferdahl ---------creatingconnections@shaw.ca
JoAnne Lapierre ----------lapig@sasktel.net
Sandra M. Clark ----------sandraclark@sasktel.net
Glenda Lourens BED, M.Ed
-----------------------------------glenda.lourens@rbe.sk.ca
YT
Jeanine Nahas -------------jeaninenahas@shaw.ca
CHINA
Beijing
Hua Zheng ------------------zhenghuaxt@gmail.com
Yan Peng ---------------------pengyan01@sina.com
Wen Sheng Lu -------------lws-hao@sohu.com
Fujian
Mao XiangJia---------------yiqiao-100@163.com
Guangdong
Roger Snively--------------rogersnively@yahoo.com
Jin Kun Huang -------------huangjinkun@yahoo.com.cn
Hoi Ming Andrew Leung -mrandrewleung@yahoo.com.hk
Hong Kong
Lai Fan April Chung -----happy_aprilchung@yahoo.com.hk
Salmon Fung ---------------salmonfung@hotmail.com
Dennis Ho -------------------brainbutton@yahoo.com
Elizabeth Leontieff-Johnson
-----------------------------------elizabethleontieff@hotmail.com
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Yuk Ling Lee ----------------windalee@sinatown.com
Ah Man Chik ----------------amanda_chik@hotmail.com
Annly Yuet Har Li ---------lyha2003@hotmail.com
Florence Kwong -----------florencekwong@netvigator.com
Fung Yee Tse ---------------tfyee0@netvigator.com
Hang Yee Maud Pau -----hypau@yahoo.com.hk
Hoi Sze Grace Chan -----h.s.g.chan@gold.ac.uk
Hon Wai Patrick Ng -----patrick.ng@pcti-hk.com
Iok Min Leong--------------leungsmile@yahoo.com.hk
Ka Lun Karen Chan ------karenklchan@netvigator.com
Kenrick Lau -----------------lausir@brainaheadtrg.com
Kin Ping Katrina Ng -----katrina.kp.ng@gmail.com
Kwai Hing Judy Keung-----judykg@netvigator.com
Yau Lin Lau -----------------lauyaulin@gmail.com
Yee Mei Donna Lee ------donnabigtop@gmail.com
Yee Tak Leung -------------kristinleung0911@yahoo.com.hk
Yee Wa Eva Cheng -------chengyeewa2000@yahoo.com.hk
Yu Chiu Cheung -----------chiuchiujet@yahoo.com.hk
Yuk Shan Cheung---------dor_dc@yahoo.com.hk
Yuk Yin Donna Kam -----donnayykam@yahoo.com.hk
Yuk Ying Man---------------mancat2805@yahoo.com.hk
Yat Chi Wong ---------------otvictor@yahoo.com.hk
Yan Wai Chan --------------yanwai1788@yahoo.com.hk
Miu Man Gloria Wong ---chaichai605@yahoo.com.hk
Kwai Hung Kate Pak ----kate.pak@gmail.com
Shut Yuen Susan Wong -susanwongc003@yahoo.co.uk
Suk Yu Linda Tsang -----suksukyu@hotmail.com
Kwok Yin Wong ------------yinnywong3200@yahoo.com.hk
Kwan Oi Ophelia Leung healthyophelia@yahoo.com.hk
Wai Ping Wong ------------pingpingwong529@yahoo.com.hk
Wai Ming Amy Choi------info@brainbodycentre.com
Suk Chun Betty Wong --bettwongsc@gmail.com
Siu Chan Conrad Ho ----info@brainbodycentre.com
Lai Shan Miracle Li ------purewise@gmail.com
Siu Ying Mak ---------------mcapple9@yahoo.com.hk
Shuk Kin Doris Chiu ----doris_0510@yahoo.com.hk
Lai Har (Yu Wei) Li Ph.D. -liyuwei2006@yahoo.com.hk
Lai Ming Keung -----------gingerkeung@hotmail.com
Mei Sum Cheng -----------macycheng2007@yahoo.com.hk
Mei Yuk Ng ------------------ngmelly@yahoo.com.hk
Mo Ching Candy Chow - candygg288@yahoo.com.hk
Ming Fuk Tsoi --------------bmftmf@gmail.com
Sau Ha Elsa Lee ----------elsalee7@yahoo.com.hk
Wong Ngai Po Apple ----easycoach@gmail.com
Jiangsu
Yi Xin Chen------------------chenyxone@gmail.com
Xiang Liang -----------------boainj@126.com
Lu Wang ----------------------wanluxl@126.com
Min Zhang -------------------0960min@sina.com
Hui Xin Huang -------------happymagan@126.com
Shanghai
Feng Chen -------------------zethen@126.com
CROATIA
Tatjana Novosel-Herceg
------------------------ tatjana.novoselherceg@gmail.com
DENMARK
Edel Hovgaard
------------------------ Kinesiologiskolen@vindinggaard.dk
ECUADOR
Norma Munoz -------------funedec@uio.satnet.net
Maria Augusta Franco ---ma_francomx@yahoo.com
FRANCE
Paul Landon ----------------paul.landon@mouvements.org
GERMANY
Beate Walter----------------vakgmbh@aol.com
Susanne Degendorfer --Degendorfer@iak-freiburg.de
Alfred Schatz ---------------info@iak-freiburg.de
Renate Wennekes---------info@ikl-damme.de
Monika Drinda -------------mondri99@aol.com
Nicola Kidman-Suessbier
--------------------------------------n.kidman-suessbier@t-online.de
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GREECE
Maria Karakostanoglou- yaltra@yahoo.com
HUNGARY
Fuzes utca 1
Zsuzsanna Koves ---------kovzsu@freemail.hu
INDIA
Mahati Belnick ------------belnickmahati@gmail.com
Maharashtra
Sujeet Arekar---------------sujeet.arekar@gmail.com
Tamilnadu
Shihan Pushpanathan.P
-----------------------------------pushpanathan@lycos.com
INDONESIA
Ruslan Morris --------------rrmorris@clubbali.com
SP Henry Remanlay -----henry_remanlay@yahoo.co.id
Maxi Toliu--------------------62-0431-353-862
Susanti Kho-----------------alexktaslim@indosat.net.id
Rahaju M Morris ----------rahaju@clubbali.com
Bali
Debora Intan Trisna -----debora@slcbali.com
Banten
Elisabeth Demuth --------elisdemuth@yahoo.com
Evi Sukmaningrum ------evi.sukma@yahoo.com
DI Yogyakarta
Nonny Swediati PhD ---- nonny@idda.net.id
DKI Jakarta
Erna Marina Kusama ---ernamarina@gmail.com
Rahayu Yoesmintarti ----ryoesmintarti@yahoo.com
Lely Tobing, Mont. Dipl.----lelytobing@cbn.net.id
Mia Setiawati Sangadi - miasangadi@gmail.com
Ike R Sugianto -------------untukike@infoterapi.com
DKI Jaya
Marielle Ancilla Domini --hahahihi_yeah@hotmail.com
Jakarta
Su Sie Han ------------------susiehan@centrin.net.id
Heppy Sulistiani ----------heppy.sulistiani@yahoo.com
Jawa Tengah
Syarif Baraja ---------------sarif88@yahoo.com
Kelapa Gading
Yully Nurjani ----------------yully.nurjani@gmail.com
North Sulawesi
Elisabeth Demuth --------elisdemuth@yahoo.com
Dr. A. A. A. Lengkong ---plpkmd@yahoo.com
Sulawesi Utara
Henny E R Tambajong--0852-56781909
Pdt Lientje H K Mamahit, STh
-----------------------------------0812-4443700
Sulut
Wicarni Oktavia Mangold
-----------------------------------0852-40275796
Sumatera Utara
Mutia Hermina Nasution
-----------------------------------ot_mutia@yahoo.com
IRELAND
Co. Rosscommon
Padraig King----------------office@braingym.ie
ISRAEL
Amnon Reiss ---------------amnomr@netvision.net.il
Jeanette Primost ---------jntt@kfar-hanassi.org.il
Ze’ev (Leslie) Bolgar ----zeevbol@netvision.net.il
Carmela Bolgar -----------972-3-673-2106
ITALY
Maria Paola Casali -------mariapaola.casali@labalzana.it
Alessandra Scarselli ----dada.centroricerche@yahoo.it
Raffaele Rambaldi -------raffaelerambaldi@yahoo.it
Daniela Agazzi-------------danielaagazzi@gmail.com
Sigrid Loos ------------------info@sigridloos.com
JAPAN
Yoshi Saga ------------------saga@imsi.co.jp

Kenichi Ishimaru ---------zenkinesiology@gmail.com
Masato Nakamura -------jkinesiology@gmail.com
Tokushimaken
Etsuko Fujimoto ----------gjawat@gmail.com
Katsuko Yasogawa -------elutowan@ma.pikara.ne.jp
KENYA
Nairobi
Li-Chuang Tan -------------lichuangtan@yahoo.com
Lisa Wee Eng Cheng ----lemongrass_turmeric@yahoo.com
MALAYSIA
Ang Nei Lim ----------------angneilim@yahoo.com
Marie Helene Hueber ---mhlh_54@hotmail.com
Elizabeth Khiang ---------eduk.ek@gmail.com
Phoebe Long Mei Wah -phoebemw2002@yahoo.com
Sally Kulasegram---------sallyk@kula5.com
Hasanah Hassan----------hasanah_hsn@yahoo.com
Siew Siew Goh -------------malaysiabg@gmail.com
Johor
Claire Ang Menglin ------ang.claire@ymail.com
MEXICO
Lourdes Ramirez de Luna
-----------------------------------mogimcer@yahoo.com.mx
Ligia Guadalupe Canto Sanchez
------------------------ ligiaguadalupecs@yahoo.com.mx
Virginia Sosa Martinez -virginiasosa@mexis.com
Margarita Ehrensperger
-----------------------------------margarita@cika.com.mx
Maria Augusta Franco ---ma_francomx@yahoo.com
Maria del Pilar Almenara Roldan
-----------------------------------palmerol@yahoo.com
Enriqueta de la Torre ---enridelato@gmail.com
Iztacalco
Patricia Cocom ------------pcocan@yahoo.com
MOROCCO
Hilda Pillay ------------------pillaycajon@hotmail.com
NEW ZEALAND
Glenys Leadbeater -------roglen.ldbt@xtra.co.nz
Barbara Wards ------------edukbarb@orcon.net.nz
Margaret Underwood ---margaretu1@mac.com
PHILIPPINES
Glecita R. Repia -----------glessrepia@yahoo.com
Rosario Ferrari -------------jeamidi1@zpdee.net
Rizalina Ochoa ------------rizal_leni@yahoo.com.ph
POLAND
Svetlana Masgutova , Ph.D.
-----------------------------------masgutova@yahoo.com
PUERTO RICO
Carmen Montoto MI ----academiamc2@gmail.com
REPUBLIC OF CYPRUS
Sophia Polycarpou-------symban2002@yahoo.gr
SAUDI ARABIA
Hanan Ali --------------------hbagabas@hotmail.com
Mona K. Al-Fajem --------braingym.alfajem@gmail.com
SINGAPORE
Patricia Ang-----------------tricia_ang@yahoo.com
Jennifer Khiang -----------jenkhi@yahoo.com
Josephine Khiang --------khiangwf@yahoo.com
Pang Teng Lin--------------tenglin@rgs.edu.sg
Toong-Jye Low -------------65-9684-3746
Angie Koh --------------------lifedynamics@gmail.com
Sumi Said -------------------sumi_hadi@hotmail.com
Benwinner Kam -----------benwinner@gmail.com
Mary Goh Beng Neo ----marygoh1@gmail.com
Cynthia Teo Teng Hong
-----------------------------------cynthiateo@yahoo.com
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Faiza Bte Ya’Akob --------ustatiy@yahoo.com
Yonie Yahaini Bonawi ---yonie@pacific.net.sg
Norliah Binte Daroos ---norliahd@yahoo.com.sg
Fatimah Camut ------------fcamut2004@yahoo.com.sg
Khatijah Bte Ibrahim ---ktbeibrahim@yahoo.com.sg
Khiryati Kairi ---------------ykairi@singnet.com.sg
Haidah Bte Othman -----momclinic@lucos.com
Loraine Peterson ---------lmashiah@hotmail.com
Julinah Bte Selamat ----julinah_selamat@moe.edu.sg
Anisah Bte Selamat -----anizahin@hotmail.com
Susan Williams ------------susanb_williams@yahoo.com.sg
Faraliza Bte Zainal -------fara71@live.com.sg
Shamimah Begum Mujtaba
-----------------------------------shamujtaba@yahoo.com.sg
Suzana Othman-----------suzyoth@yahoo.com.sg
SLOVENIA
Barbara Globocnik-------barbara.globocnik@gmail.com
Majda Koncar --------------majda.koncar@guest.arnes.si
Meta Bizjak Erzen--------avevitaslo@gmail.com
Tadeja Rupar ---------------tadeja.rupar@guest.arnes.si
Mojca Vilfan ----------------mojcavilfan.bg@gmail.com
SOUTH AFRICA
Rita Edwards ---------------edukafrica@iafrica.com
Marlize Basson , Ph.D.-marlize@penuka.co.za
Isabel Cohen ---------------isabelcohen@mweb.co.za
Hanna Kok-------------------hanna@makealife.co.za
Marcelle Shaman---------sshaman@mweb.co.za
SPAIN
Carlota Lopez-Peredo---Martinez
-----------------------------------carlota@vcteam.es
Darla Carlisle --------------dcarlisle537@gmail.com
Isabel Compan Fernandez
-----------------------------------een@kinemocions.com
SWEDEN
Katarina Ostlund ---------info@braingym.se
SWITZERLAND
Hans Barth------------------hansbarth@bluewin.ch
Rosemarie Sonderegger
-----------------------------------info@ikamed.ch
Bernhard Studer----------best@gesundheit-lernen.ch
USA
AK
Jan Elkinton-Cummins ----cummins@alaska.net
AL
Susan L. Purves , M.Ed spurves4@comcast.net
AR
Brenda S. Wood-----------dogwood@artelco.com
Martha Rhea Watts , Ph.D.
-----------------------------------rheaj@sbcglobal.net
Bernita Szitar -------------szitarb@windstream.net
Carol Albee------------------501-262-3274
Debbie Smith --------------butterflydreams53@hotmail.com
Rhydonia Anderson MSE
-----------------------------------rhydonia@aristotle.net
Virgil Anderson MSE ----rhydonia@aristotle.net
AZ
Joyce Elaine Holgate----joyceholgate@hotmail.com
Lois J. Burgener ----------loisjbm@aol.com
Cristina Whitehawk ------info@poweredbygenius.com
Kay Fulkerson --------------kayfulkerson@getnet.com
Carol Bennington---------carol@awakening-hearts.com
Frank Cardamone --------frankiecardamone@gmail.com
Libby Brandt PT ----------lbrandtpt@gmail.com
Barbara Paderewski Kern
-----------------------------------barbseabhs@yahoo.com
Kay Wallach EDD ---------kwallach@cox.net
Kathy Brown , M.Ed -----kb@centeredge.com
Mary Wade ------------------jilmaryw@yahoo.com
Steven Kane OTR LMT----- sakotr51@yahoo.com
Patricia Rendon , M.Ed--prendon3@comcast.net
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Jan Curran OTR -----------janot3945@msn.com
Teryn Mowry ----------------tjm1457@aol.com
CA
Leslie Goff MS------------info@discoveringbraingym.com
Masato Nakamura -------jkinesiology@gmail.com
Carla E. Roehl MA --------roehl@aol.com
Denise C. Hornbeak MS ---superchild@att.net
Karen Feinman ------------karenfeinman@esteemedkids.com
Cynthia McClure ----------cmcclure13@gmail.com
Gayle Weinand MA -------gayleweinand@sbcglobal.net
Carrie Rubalcava ---------carrie@rubypost.com
Suzanne Wickman MS PT
-----------------------------------wicksuz@yahoo.com
Stephanie Badasci MA ----info@spiritualgrownup.com
Theresa M. Routon-------tmrouton@gmail.com
Sharon K. Westre ---------cattailgypsy@yahoo.com
Rachael Grant Dixon MA
-----------------------------------dangrant@rocketmail.com
Leilani Wrbanek -----------leisi7@yahoo.com
Jocelyn Pare ----------------jocesow@pacbell.net
Sharron Patton OTR-----magicdancer_99@yahoo.com
Wendy Retzer MPT ------wretzermpt@pacbell.net
Teena K. Woeber ----------twoeber@earthlink.net
Donna Rutherford --------director@thebrainzone.net
Barbara Schwartz MA --schwartzbc@sbcglobal.net
Robyn Betts-----------------rblivingtree@cox.net
Ani Stokoe , Ph.D.--------anibob@wildblue.net
Marilyn Lugaro , Ph.D. ---lugaro2000@aol.com
Cathie Wegrzyn -----------cathiewegr@aol.com
Dulcie Hahn ----------------dulcedolphin@hotmail.com
Gloria Kuhs -----------------glokuhs@cox.net
Joanne Gatlin --------------Itsajoanne@aol.com
Deborah Studebaker ----brainchild@ca.rr.com
Elissa Pacifici --------------elissapac@charter.net
Larhken B. Carroll -------larknc@pacbell.net
Pam Whitman MA --------pamtransitionpoint@comcast.net
Suzy (Suzanne) Cambell OTRL
-----------------------------------mscamp56@sbcglobal.net
Madeline Falcone ---------madeline@falconeinstitute.com
Julie Newendorp ----------mesajewel@cox.net
Marijane Lescroart ------mplescroart@prodigy.net
Judy Watson ----------------skytop@mlode.com
Linda Faste , M.Ed -------lindafaste@yahoo.com
Joyce Sherwood MA -----joycebsherwood@sbcglobal.net
Jeanne Franke -------------jeannefranke@hotmail.com
MaryLynn Thomson -----brainworks2@verizon.net
Jerri Miner ------------------jmminer@att.net
Sonya White ----------------sonya_white@sbcglobal.net
Millie Stultz -----------------milliestultz@gmail.com
Susan Shimoff -----------srshimoff@gmail.com
Wendy Rupali Robinson, M.Ed
-----------------------------------braingym1@yahoo.com
Valerie Hoppe-Chamberlin
-----------------------------------vchamberlin@dslextreme.com
Regina Vartanova ---------braingymcenter@yahoo.com
Veronica Getskow --------drgetskow@yahoo.com
Emily J. Hodos -----------dlconsultant@mac.com
Debra Austin-Brecher ----austinbrecher@netscape.net
Natasha Gogin-Moses, MEd
-----------------------------------ngogin@yahoo.com
Jan Littman MA
------------------------ littmanlearningcenter@comcast.net
Christine Olson MED -------olson_sc@comcast.net
CO
Pamela Curlee -------------iamedukpcurlee@aol.com
Nancy Hill -------------------303-722-5504
Colleen Gardner ----------ccgardner@rocketmail.com
Shirley Miekka , Ph.D. --smiekka1@gmail.com
Cathie Graeser ------------braingymcoach@msn.com
Janice Hunt Dawson , Ph.D.
-----------------------------------jan@happyhippie.com
Gloria J. Gradisar---------gjgradisar@aol.com
Diane Malik MA -----------dianemalik@mac.com
Patricia Stone--------------patricia.stone@msn.com
Kathryn B. Jensen -------303-838-7523
Jeanne Belli RN -----------jeannebelli@brainbalancing.com
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Bennett Way ----------------benway@comcast.net
Jane E. Land , M.Ed-----middleparkmeat@hotmail.com
Patti Templin ---------------pattitemplin@hotmail.com
Anne Hornstein------------lifedancer@gmail.com
Patti Templin ---------------pattitemplin@hotmail.com
Glenn Driscoll--------------gdriscoll5@comcast.net
Jeannette Abshire --------glenwoodtutorial@mtntek.com
Dana Lowry -----------------mddlowry@yahoo.com
Joan Spalding , Ph.D. --jspalding@aol.com
Henry Leilani ---------------lrh@beingandliving.com
CT
Janet McDonald , M.Ed ---janetomcdonald@gmail.com
Carrie Burns PT MBA --c4burns@comcast.net
Ann Majure , Ph.D.-------lamajure@att.net
Marie Ossi -------------------mossi@earthlink.net
Peggy Myers ----------------kinesiologyat118@sbcglobal.net
Amy Burton MS OTR/L -asheeha1@yahoo.com
DC
Mary Rentschler , M.Ed--wren@pipeline.com
FL
Jami Guercia MA , M.Ed-integratedlc@msn.com
Debi Brocklehurst --------braingymlapc@aol.com
Judie Rice -------------------judierice@gmail.com
Mary Virginia Couch ----couchg@mail.leon.k12.fl.us
Mira Stulberg-Halpert , M.Ed
-----------------------------------mira@3dlearner.com
Valerie B. Hill---------------evhilljr@yahoo.com
Patricia L. Cox MS -------pattlcox@comcast.net
Ellen Smith -----------------govepe101@aol.com
Julie Halpert , M.Ed -----juliehalpert@gmail.com
Bonnie Brandes , M.Ed brandesbl@yahoo.com
Anne Hornstein------------lifedancer@gmail.com
Barbara Scott --------------bnscott01@gmail.com
Cindy Campbell LMHC -campbecs@bellsouth.net
Juniper Di Giovanni------jdawg1020@gator.net
Lisa Hopkins ---------------lhopk2455@aol.com
Kimberly Johnson NBCT- kjohncol@bellsouth.net
Roger Seekman -----------rseekman@comcast.net
Yvette Robitaille , M.Ed sonnyvette7@msn.com
Patty Shackleford , Ph.D. - drpatty@pkconceptsinc.com
Deborah L. Coe------------deborahcoe@hotmail.com
Carol Ann Erickson BS -lifehanc@aol.com
Wanda McGee MA--------wanmcgee@yahoo.com
Jo Ellen Firestone --------purpose1@earthlink.net
Dee Steverson -------------850-580-3055
Susan Ham -----------------susanha@leeschools.net
Emily Millett ----------------emilymillett@embarqmail.com
Janet McDonald MED -----janetomcdonald@gmail.com
John Harland-------------------johnharland@comcast.net
Teresa Bock---------------------rbock2@verizon.net
Krista Diamond MED ------kadi.diamond@gmail.com
GA
Jeanne M Johnson -------jeannemj@bellsouth.net
Paula K. Dukes ------------pd3838@hotmail.com
Carol Dallas-----------------cmdallas@bellsouth.net
Phyllis Webb----------------gitfit@bellsouth.net
Carol Dallas-----------------cmdallas@bellsouth.net
Pam Webster MA --------websterw@mindspring.com
Elizabeth Hughes---------beth_novian_hughes@yahoo.com
Nita Matthews-Morgan , Ph.D.
-----------------------------------nitamm@uga.edu
Caroline Lusky-------------footzzz@bellsouth.net
HI
Carla Hannaford , Ph.D.
-----------------------------------heartconnect44@aol.com
Shellie Fielden -------------edukhawaiibraingym@yahoo.com
Naomi Kanna --------------nkanna8@hotmail.com
Frances Shimotsu --------808-533-6649
Karen (Freesia) Peterson
-----------------------------------kp@givingbackmentoring.org
Flo Johnasen ---------------22flojo@gmail.com
Cindy Ogata ---------------cindyogata@aol.com
Geraldine Louise Tremblay
-----------------------------------gtremblay@hawaii.rr.com
Noreen Dougherty -------montessorihale@gmail.com

IA
Mary Webb ------------------mcwebb@qwest.net
Susan Chipman -----------susanchipman2001@yahoo.com
Claudia Fischer -----------641-472-7284
IL
Kate Wagner MA ----------katewagner@sbcglobal.net
Jeanne Lohfink ------------jlohfink@bpd3.org
Barbara Bednarz ---------barbarabednarz@earthlink.net
Helen Cox RN BSN ------options@mtco.com
John Starman MS --------chi2me2@yahoo.com
IN
Laura Lea Sweney PT --bodyinsync@earthlink.net
Georgena Bayless --------gena1016@hotmail.com
Nicci George ----------------niccigeorge@comcast.net
Emily Haarer ---------------emily.haarer@whitesrfs.org
KS
Monja Wood-Barney
-------------- monja@westwichitamassagetherapy.com
Donna Kimmell------------620-964-2259
Dorothy L. Gray -----------dorothylgray@yahoo.com
Kimmerly Schulte --------foster991@sbcglobal.net
Susan Hetrick --------------susan.s.hetrick@gmail.com
Judy Metcalf ---------------kinlearn3jm@yahoo.com
KY
Susan Blanchett ----------sblanchett109@aol.com
Joyce E. Beasley
heartbrain_connection@yahoo.com
Susan F. Wedding --------cfm52@insightbb.com
LA
Tanya Simmons ----------braingymnola@yahoo.com
Wendy Piret -----------------braingym4all@hotmail.com
MA
June Smith ------------------oreo82975@msn.com
Bonnie Hershey, M.Ed--kinesconn@aol.com
Cecilia Koester, M.Ed
-------------- cecilia@movementbasedlearning.com
Christina Wright ----------508-783-7547
Susan Wilbur ---------------susanwilbur@charter.net
Karen McCarthy MS-----balancepoint@karenmccarthy.com
Candi Cosgrove -----------info@candicosgrove.com
Pamela Formosa OTRL pamformosa@aol.com
Kathleen Monahan -------joeandkathy@charter.net
Stephanie Beynon--------drsbeynon@comcast.net
Frances M. Bruen , OTR/L
-----------------------------------fbruen@yahoo.com
David Rota , M.Ed CSCS -rota.dave@yahoo.com
Kim Nanigian --------------knanigian@yahoo.com
Joanne Lavallee MS OTR/L
-----------------------------------celebrate2learn@comcast.net
Emily J. Hodos ------------dlconsultant@mac.com
Carol Hetrick ---------------carolhetrick@crocker.com
MD
Denise Figueiredo OTRL
-----------------------------------handsof_light@yahoo.com
Margaret Candler --------mcandler3@gmail.com
Anne Marie Gabrielle MTS
------------------------ mindandbodycoach@comcast.net
Shoshana Shamberg OTRL
-----------------------------------shoshamberg@yahoo.com
Hillel Zeitlin -----------------mehyp@aol.com
Bonnie Kunkel -------------mehyp@aol.com
Sharon D. Montes MD --thedancingdoc@gmail.com
Zofi Graczyk, Ph.D. ------zofigraczyk@yahoo.com
Cynthia B. Alper ----------calp410@aol.com
Marian Briscuso ----------mbriscuso@comcast.net
ME
Rita B. Theriault ----------rbtetoile@hotmail.com
Elizabeth Phillips---------elizabeth@purplelog.com
Margaret B. Marshall ---infinitelearning@midmaine.com
Beth Stoddard MBA -----bethstoddard@trainthebrain.biz
Jean Rice --------------------jbrice@suscom-maine.net
MI
Susan Owens MS OTR -mibraingym@aol.com
Monica Panagos , Ph.D. mibraingym@ymail.com
Bonnie Tuckerman -------bonnie@cass.net
Payge Hodapp -------------paygeh@yahoo.com
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Katy L. Held ----------------ktheld@comcast.net
Christopher Loughrin ---loughrin@charter.net
Antoinette J. DeLuca MA
-----------------------------------sammy1003@sbcglobal.net
Nancy L. Ramsdell-------nancyangel@me.com
Jacqueline Groenendyck4
-----------------------------------jacquegroenendyk@mac.com
MaryAnn N. Short--------maryann1066@sbcglobal.net
Pamela J. Van Zwoll -----pvanzwoll51@chartermi.net
Lucy N. French -----------patnlucy@comcast.net
Opal Wong-------------------owong80@gmail.com
Lucy Humphrey -----------lucihumphrey@netscape.net
Amy Cherry -----------------amychry@sbcglobal.net
Richard E. Bole------------rbole@techaide.org
Nancy Kelly -----------------nkellyot@hotmail.com
Darcy Lewis -----------------darcylewis1@mac.com
Rebecca Kirk ---------------rkirk@tds.net
MN
Catherine Athorp ---------misskittyonherown@hotmail.com
Cindy Goldade , M.Ed --cingold35@mac.com
Amy Unger ------------------minnesotabraingym@gmail.com
Elizabeth Grambsch MA
-----------------------------------crescendocenter@yahoo.com
Janet Piermantier --------jaylynnae@msn.com
Nancy Breyen --------------dnbreyen@msn.com
Kari Murlowski ------------integrationstation@earthlink.net
Judith Besch ---------------judeandgary@msn.com
Lisa Anderson MS--------andersonlisa@charter.net
Nancy Riley -----------------tnriley3@cs.com
Joni Polehna ----------------polehna@usfamily.net
Margaret Freischel -------mfreischel@aol.com
Benilee Luce----------------benileeluce@yahoo.com
Anna Nameny --------------anameny775@hotmail.com
Karie Amstutz -------------karie.amstutz@comcast.net
Monique Ferre -------------madame.ferre@gmail.com
Jean Grech ------------------grechj@invergrove.k12.mn.us
Judy Sue Christenson RN
-----------------------------------judysue@design4hlth.com
Sandra Gust ----------------leaveneer@aol.com
MO
Gail Velten -------------------gail.velten@kirkwoodschools.org
Nancy Peterson -----------brainconnections@yahoo.com
Kathy French ---------------kafrench@sbcglobal.net
Robin Ehrlich
------------------------ robin.ehrlich@kirkwoodschools.org
MT
Bonnie Zehentner, BSN RN
-----------------------------------brighthorizons@imt.net
Lisa Buford------------------lbuford@wispwest.net
Leila Zemke OTR/L ------zemlei@aol.com
NC
Sylvia Sue Greene MA --balance@boonenc.org
Martha Rhea Watts ------rheaj@sbcglobal.net
E. Kitt Paige ----------------kitt.integrative@verizon.net
Amy Arrendell , M.Ed ---waterfall@mindspring.com
Geri Lubash-----------------doyourbest2@bellsouth.net
Virginia J. Sutton BS MA ED
-----------------------------------virginiasutton@nc.rr.com
Nancy Huffman -----------nhuffman@charter.net
Jennifer S. Carpenter ---jcarpot@yahoo.com
Cyndi Rapenske -----------828-297-5453
Jan Tremon-Jenkins MLA jtremonjenkins@yahoo.com
Mary Gray -------------------penysgwarn@yahoo.com
Amy E. Devereaux --------adevereaux@nc.rr.com
Brenda Bowman Irvin --brendabirvin@bellsouth.net
Lisa Boyer -------------------lisajane@yahoo.com
Lainie Shimpock Cribb BS
-----------------------------------lainiecribb@yahoo.com
Jessica Lunde--------------sunseekerseven@yahoo.com
ND
Debra Conklin--------------dconklin@oakes.k12.nd.us
Cynthia Ross MS ---------crossingbridges@msn.com
NE
Ruth Murray ----------------movementsolutions@cox.net
NH
Eliza S. Bergeson , M.Ed -bergeson@sover.net
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Shelley Earley --------------earleyschmidt@earthlink.net
Pamela F. Seed MA ------603-524-6733
Susan Stepick , M.Ed---sstepick@yahoo.com
Kim Rheinlander , M.Ed --kim.rheinlander@dartmouth.edu
Candi Cosgrove -----------info@candicosgrove.com
Deidre (Dee Dee) Thurber
-----------------------------------learntomove@comcast.net
Eve Kodiak ------------------eve@evekodiak.com
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